DISCURSIVE ESSAY OUTLINE

INTRODUCTION

BODY

-

Hook sentence ( Write an interesting/ captivating
phrase or sentence to capture the reader’s
attention)

-

Thesis statement ( Introduce the central message
of your paper)

-

Breakdown of the topic ( Give a general
description of it from multiples angles as opposed to
just one)

-

Brief introduction of both sides of your
arguments

-

Describe in detail the causes of the events(
Critique all events and causes relevant to the topic.
Be thorough in your argument and
counter-arguments)

-

Provide a detailed assessment of all relevant
aspects of the event ( Breakdown event down
taking note of its associate aspects, gauging their
relevancy and speaking about it concisely)

-

Two or three points of evidence to support your
views or arrange them in alternation i.e
Argument paragraph then counter argument
paragraph ( Begin with the strongest argument
point going down in order to the least)

-

Maintain objectivity in all discussions ( Avoid
biased information and statements. It is best if
subjectivity is kept to a minimum so as to not taint
your argument’s credibility)

CONCLUSION

-

-

Restate the thesis statement ( It should match with
the one in the introduction to reaffirm your standing)
Enhance the essay’s relevance
State your personal stand/opinion on the topic (
This is the point where you can give your own opinion
and view on the topic
Summarize the evidence provided and convince
the reader of the stand taken

Important tips to note:
1. Take into account several angles when making judgment on something
2. Use rhetorical techniques like anecdotes, comparisons, definitions, and
metaphors which makes it easier for readers to understand
3. Divide ideas into general categories so that you can organize and tackle them
effectively
4. The introduction of your discursive essay should include a sentence that provides
readers with an overview of what will follow
5. Proofread your work carefully before submitting it. Ensure that there are no
grammatical errors or typos.

